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Liquid marbles are liquid droplets coated with superhydrophobic powders whose morphology is
governed by the gravitational and surface tension forces. Small liquid marbles take spherical shapes,
while larger liquid marbles exhibit puddle shapes due to the dominance of gravitational forces. Liquid
marbles coated with hydrophobic magnetic powders respond to an external magnetic field. This
unique feature of magnetic liquid marbles is very attractive for digital microfluidics and drug delivery
systems. Several experimental studies have reported the behavior of the liquid marbles. However, the
complete behavior of liquid marbles under various environmental conditions is yet to be understood.
Modeling techniques can be used to predict the properties and the behavior of the liquid marbles
effectively and efficiently. A robust liquid marble model will inspire new experiments and provide
new insights. This paper presents a novel numerical modeling technique to predict the morphology
of magnetic liquid marbles based on coarse grained molecular dynamics concepts. The proposed
model is employed to predict the changes in height of a magnetic liquid marble against its width
and compared with the experimental data. The model predictions agree well with the experimental
findings. Subsequently, the relationship between the morphology of a liquid marble with the properties
of the liquid is investigated. Furthermore, the developed model is capable of simulating the reversible
process of opening and closing of the magnetic liquid marble under the action of a magnetic force.
The scaling analysis shows that the model predictions are consistent with the scaling laws. Finally, the
proposed model is used to assess the compressibility of the liquid marbles. The proposed modeling
approach has the potential to be a powerful tool to predict the behavior of magnetic liquid marbles
serving as bioreactors. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5000289
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid marbles are liquid droplets coated with superhy-
drophobic powder.1,2 Liquid droplets are rolled on a super-
hydrophobic powder bed to form liquid marbles. Once the
liquid marble is formed, the solid particle layer at the liquid-air
interface separates the liquid from the surrounding environ-
ment.1,3 This layer is not rigid and deforms according to the
morphology of the droplet. Therefore, liquid marbles can be
characterized using the elastic solid models, which contain
liquid inside a soft solid membrane. Various research groups
have investigated the properties and behavior of liquid marbles
under different conditions. The liquid marbles with a radius
less than the capillary length, k−1 =
√
γ/ρg, (where γ is the
surface tension of the liquid marble, ρ is the density of the
liquid, and g is the acceleration of gravity) exhibit a quasi-
spherical shape as the gravity becomes negligible compared
to the surface tension forces.1,4 When the volume of the liq-
uid marble increases, the gravity becomes dominant and liquid
marbles exhibit puddle-shapes.5,6 The effective surface tension
a)Electronic mail: emilie.sauret@qut.edu.au.
of water marbles has been calculated with the aid of experimen-
tal results,1,2 and it has been found that the effective surface
tension of the water marbles is less than the effective surface
tension of water droplets (γ = 0.072 N/m). The reduction of
the effective surface tension of the water marbles occurs due
to the presence of solid particles at the liquid-air interface.7
Liquid marbles pose unusual physical properties and char-
acteristics. It has been found that the liquid marbles remain
stable and retain their non-stick properties on both solid
and liquid supports.8 Recent experiments showed that water
marbles coated with lycopodium particles submerge in poly-
dimethylsiloxane.9 The liquid marbles coated by polyvinyli-
dene fluoride float on water, but they are destroyed when
the water is contaminated with kerosene or silicon oil,10,11
while the liquid marbles coated with poly(2-vinylpyridine)
exhibit pH-sensitivity.12 These marbles show long-term sta-
bility when they are placed on a surface of liquid water of pH
4.9 or above.12 On the other hand, they disintegrate when the
pH is less than 2.9.12 This physical behavior of liquid mar-
bles highly depends on the properties of the coated particles.8
Thanks to those behaviors, it has been reported that liquid mar-
bles have been used in gas sensing13 and miniaturized chemical
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processes.7 Recent studies demonstrated the use of liquid mar-
bles as bioreactors for three-dimensional cell culture,14 which
is currently one of the most promising applications of liquid
marbles.
Magnetic liquid marbles are formed by rolling liquid
droplets on a superhydrophobic magnetic powder such as
Fe3O4. These magnetic liquid marbles are highly responsive
to external magnetic fields, and they can be opened and closed
reversibly7 with an external magnetic field. These features
make the magnetic liquid marble as a potential alternative to
conventional discrete microfluidic systems,15 and these mag-
netic liquid marbles have high potential to be used in appli-
cations related to biomedical and drug delivery.1 However,
the magnetic powder of the magnetic liquid marbles does not
serve as a solid phase substrate for molecular tagging since they
remain on the surface of the liquid droplet16 and do not allow
for complex bioassays that require liquid exchange. Still, it is
believed that the surface-functionalized magnetic particles can
be utilized for affinity binding with no effect to the operation
of liquid marbles.16
Liquid marbles are relatively new microfluidic platforms,
and the complete behavior of liquid marbles under various
environmental conditions is yet to be studied. However, in
order to understand the complete behavior of liquid marbles,
cost-intensive and time consuming experiments have to be per-
formed. A robust and accurate modeling approach is a good
solution to overcome this problem and will help to predict
and analyze the behavior of liquid marbles with ease. Vigor-
ous models always inspire new experiments and provide new
insights.
Analytical models have been used to characterize the
deformation of floating liquid marbles by Ooi et al.2 Wong
et al.17 employed a modeling approach to show that the
floating state of the liquid marbles heavily depends on the
interfacial tension of the particle coating. However, these
models assumed that the interface of the floating liquid mar-
ble completely behaves like a liquid droplet. The numerical
modeling techniques can be easily and effectively used to
predict and explain the behavior of liquid marbles under dif-
ferent external conditions and environments. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no numerical model developed to
simulate the morphological changes in the liquid marbles.
The two main numerical modeling techniques available to sim-
ulate the physical phenomena are grid-based techniques (such
as Finite Element Method; FEM and Finite Volume Method;
FVM) and meshfree particle methods (such as Smoothed
Particle Method; SPH, Lattice Boltzmann Method; LBM,
Coarse Grained Molecular Dynamics; CGMD, Immersed
Boundary Method; IBM, and Discrete Element Method;
DEM).18 The meshfree particle methods are more capable
of effectively modeling multiphase phenomena.19 Therefore,
the proposed model will use CGMD concepts and will be
the first numerical model developed based on the particle
methods to simulate and predict the behavior of magnetic
liquid marbles under external magnetic fields. The applica-
tion of CGMD concepts to model the liquid marbles gives
flexibility of adding any physics (such as fluid dynamics, ther-
modynamics, and electromagnetism) to the model with ease.
This paper begins with the modeling concepts and the
formulation of the liquid marble model. For validation pur-
pose, the developed model is used to predict the changes in the
height of a magnetic liquid marble against its horizontal diam-
eter and compared with experimental results. It can be seen
in Sec. III A that the model predictions are highly compara-
ble both qualitatively and quantitatively with the experimental
findings. The morphology of a liquid marble directly depends
on the surface tension of the liquid, the density of the liq-
uid, the density of the coating material, and gravity.10 These
parameters are independent from each other, and in this study,
the acceleration of gravity is set to 9.8 m/s2. A comprehensive
parametric study is carried out to evaluate the effect of other
individual parameters on the morphology of the liquid marbles.
Thereby the dominant parameters which govern the morphol-
ogy of the liquid marbles are identified as the surface tension
and the density of the liquid. Then, the model is employed to
simulate the reversible process of opening and closing of the
magnetic liquid marble under the action of a magnetic force.
This feature of the liquid marble demonstrates their potential in
digital microfluidics and drug delivery. Finally in Sec. III H,
the proposed model is employed to demonstrate the elastic
nature of the liquid marbles. The proposed model is the first
to demonstrate capabilities to model such unique microfluidic
platforms.
II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The magnetic liquid marble is assumed to be a soft elas-
tic solid object,1 which contains liquid inside a soft solid
membrane. In order to develop a simple and computationally
efficient model, this model adapts the concepts used in red
blood cell modeling.20 We consider a liquid marble coated with
a layer of superhydrophobic Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Generally,
liquid marbles exhibit axis-symmetrical shapes [see Fig. 1(a)].
For instance, the geometry of the liquid marble in Fig. 1(a)
FIG. 1. (a) The axis-symmetrical shape of a typical liquid marble. (b) The cross section of the liquid marble chosen to model. (c) The initial shape of the liquid
marble model is assumed to be a sphere and simplified into a thin walled cylinder. (d) Particle representation of the liquid droplet. (e) Forces acting on liquid
particles due to the weight of the liquid; Fg, surface tension; Fs, and the particle to particle interaction; Fff.
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is symmetric around the y-axis. Due to the axis symmetri-
cal nature of the liquid marbles, a cross section of the liquid
marble (from xy-plane) is chosen as the model, Fig. 1(b).
By rotating this cross section around the y-axis, the geo-
metrical shape of the whole liquid marble can be obtained.
This simplification does not affect the model predictions as
long as liquid marbles exhibit axis-symmetrical shapes. More
importantly, this simplification reduces the computational cost
significantly without affecting the final output. However, in
order to precisely predict the complex three-dimensional (3D)
asymmetric behaviors of the liquid marbles, 3D modeling tech-
niques have to be used. In this model, the initial shape of the
liquid marble is assumed to be a sphere, and the shape of the
cross section is simplified into a circle. The liquid marble is
modeled by two layers: the inside layer represents the outer
surface of the liquid droplet and the outside layer represents
the solid nanoparticle layer. Then, the forces acting on the two
layers (outer liquid surface layer and Fe3O4 nanoparticle layer)
of the liquid marble are analyzed and calculated based on the
surface tension and the gravitational forces. In addition to the
above forces, the particle to particle interactions between two
layers and the particle to particle interactions in the Fe3O4
nanoparticle layer are also taken into the account.
A. Representation of the outer surface
of the liquid droplet
Initially, the inner layer of the model is isolated and the
forces acting on the outer surface of the liquid droplet are
investigated. In this study, a cross section of the liquid droplet
[see Fig. 1(b)] is modeled and it is simplified into a finite thin
walled hollow cylinder with a height, δz, and a thickness, δy
[see Fig. 1(c)]. Here, δz is a critical parameter, and it should
be small enough to represent the whole liquid marble by a
finite thin walled hollow cylinder. In this study, the Cartesian
coordinate system is used to develop the liquid marble model.
The Cartesian coordinate system can be directly transformed
into either polar or cylindrical coordinate system, whenever
it is required. However, the final model predictions do not
depend on the coordinate system since the governing equa-
tions of the model are not influenced by the coordinate system.
In this CGMD modeling approach, the problem domain is dis-
cretized into a set of particles and the forces acting on them
are calculated based on their positions in the problem domain.
Moreover, the particle-based CGMD model does not use the
continuum-based partial differential equations. Therefore, as
long as the shape of the liquid marble is axis-symmetrical, the
liquid marble can be represented by a finite thin walled hollow
cylinder.
The wall of the thin walled hollow cylinder is then dis-
cretized into a set of particles [see Fig. 1(d)]. In order to
conserve the volume of the liquid droplet, the area enclosed
by the particles is conserved and the formula used in red blood
cell modeling20 is used to calculate the forces acting on each









where A and A0 are the present and the original areas of the
liquid droplet, respectively, while r is the position vector of
the particle of interest and ka is the area constraint coefficient.
Equation (1) allows us to model the whole liquid droplet with-
out employing additional liquid particles to model the inside
of the liquid droplet. Moreover, it aids to maintain a uniform
area throughout whole simulation, and the change in the area
can be further minimized by using a larger ka value. However,
the number of particles used to represent the liquid marble
should be large enough to precisely calculate the area of the
liquid marbles with higher local curvatures. It should be noted
that both the liquid marbles and the red blood cells are consid-
ered to be soft elastic solid objects.1 Therefore, the equation
established to represent the interaction between the particles
in red blood cell modeling can be directly used to develop
the liquid marble model. The surface area and the volume
of the red blood cells do not change with the external forces,
but the surface area of the liquid marble changes with the
external forces. Therefore, an additional numerical function
has to be implemented to facilitate the changes in the surface
area of the liquid marbles. Moreover, the size of the liquid
marble is larger compared to the dimensions of the red blood
cells. Therefore, the parameters have to be adjusted precisely
so that the model can predict the realistic behavior of the liquid
marbles.
Due to the area conservation, the distance between consec-
utive liquid particles increases, when the liquid droplet shows
any shape other than a circle. Therefore, in order to main-
tain uniform distance between consecutive liquid particles,









where l is the present length between two consecutive particles
and kl can be defined as the uniform length coefficient, while l0
is the present mean distance between two consecutive particles







where n is the number of particles used to model the liq-
uid droplet. As can be seen in Fig. 1(e), the interaction force
between particles i and j, Fffij , acts on particles i and j in the
opposite direction but equal in magnitude.
The shape of the liquid droplet is governed by the gravita-
tional and surface tension forces. First, the hydrostatic pressure
on each particle due to the weight of the liquid droplet itself is
calculated by
pg = hhρg, (4)
where hh is the height from the topmost point of the liquid
droplet to the particle at which the hydrostatic pressure is
required to be calculated. Then, the force acting on that particle
due to the weight of the liquid droplet is calculated by
Fg = pgl0δz. (5)
The surface tension forces help us to keep the spherical shape
of the liquid droplet without dispersing. Next, an external
pressure is applied on each particle to prevent the motion
of the particles in the outward normal direction to the sur-
face of the liquid droplet. This pressure is calculated using the











where r1 and r2 are the principal radii of curvatures. In this
model, for a thin walled hollow cylinder, the Young-Laplace
equation can be modified as ps = γ/r (since the radii of curva-
tures of the thin walled hollow cylinder in yz- and xz-planes are
infinity), where r is the radius of curvature of the thin walled
hollow cylinder in the xy-plane [see Fig. 1(e)]. Subsequently,
the force acting on the particle is calculated by
Fs = psl0δz. (7)
However, when the liquid droplets exhibit puddle shapes, l0
increases due to the area conservation. It leads to increase in the
error during the calculation of curvature. In order to minimize
the error, the above equation is modified to
Fs = psl0δz (l0/li), (8)
where li is the initial mean distance between two consecutive
particles, when the liquid droplet has a circular shape.
B. Representation of the particle coating
of the liquid marble
The shapes of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles are assumed to be
spherical with an average diameter (d) of 10.2 nm as reported
in the experimental study.1 The solid nanoparticle layer of
the liquid marble is modeled by another set of particles with
finite mass. It should be noted that one particle in the model
represents a cluster of Fe3O4 nanoparticles with a uniform
diameter of 10.2 nm. In order to model the interaction forces
(Fsl) between solid and fluid particles, the modified Lennard-




















where rsl and rsl0 are the present and the original distances
between the solid and the liquid particles, respectively, while
f sl0 is the strength of the LJ contact for solid-liquid interaction.
These LJ forces are acting pair-wisely in the opposite direc-
tions on solid and liquid particles. The application of LJ type
forces is more appropriate in order to avoid the penetration of
solid particles through the liquid surface. Furthermore, these
forces aid to maintain a constant gap between solid and liquid
particles. In this model, virtual particle concepts21 are used to
determine rsl. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the LJ interaction force
between solid particle c and the liquid droplet is Fslc . The dis-
tance from solid particle, c, to the surface of the liquid droplet
is the perpendicular distance (shortest distance) from the solid
particle c to the ij line segment, that is, the distance between
the virtual particle, vp, and the solid particle, c. The calculated
Fslc is then directly applied on the solid particle, while it is dis-
tributed on liquid particles, i and j, depending on the distance
from the virtual particle, vp, to the liquid particles, i and j.
In Fig. 2, x1 and x2 are the distances from the virtual particle
vp to liquid particles i and j, respectively. In order to model the
FIG. 2. Interaction forces between solid particles (red) and liquid particles
(blue) are calculated using virtual particle (green) concepts.
interaction forces (Fss) between solid particles, the modified














where rss and rss0 are the present and the original distances
between two solid particles while f ss0 is the strength of the
LJ contact for solid-solid interaction. These Fss forces aid to
avoid overlapping of solid particles with each other. In order
to reduce the computational cost, a cut-off distance for the LJ





are the interaction forces between the solid particle, c, and the
solid particles, b and d, respectively.
The weight of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles is also incorporated
to the model. From experiments,1 it has been measured that
the total mass of Fe3O4 nanoparticles required to coat a water
droplet of 15 µl is about 4.9 × 107 kg. Assuming that the
shape of this liquid marble is spherical, the areal density of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the liquid droplet is approximated to
be 0.0173 kg/m2. Finally, all the forces are added together and
the following equations are used to calculate the velocities and
the positions of the particles at any time (t):
Vn+1 = Vn + (Ftotal − cVn) × (∆t/m), (11)
Xn+1 = Xn + Vn+1∆t, (12)
where Xn and Vn are the position and velocity at step n, Xn+1
and Vn+1 are the position and velocity at step n + 1, while ∆t,
m, and c are the time step, mass of the particle, and damping
coefficient, respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Validation
In this study, a water droplet coated with super-
hydrophobic Fe3O4 nanoparticles is considered. The radius
(r) of the initial water droplet is assumed to be 1.55 mm. This
r value gives a water droplet of approximately 15 µl. The ini-
tial distance between two consecutive liquid particles li should
be smaller enough to represent the realistic shape of the liquid
marble. However, li cannot be too small since it affects the
computational cost. Preliminary simulations showed that the
liquid marble model with li = 0.1× 103 m provides reasonably
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stable and accurate results. Moreover, in this axis symmetrical
model, the height, δz, and width, δy, of the liquid particles
are also set to 0.1 × 103 m. However, if the li value is fur-
ther reduced, ∆t has to be also reduced. The other simulation
parameters are set as in Table I.
It is assumed that the liquid marble is placed on the top of
a horizontal flat substrate, and the frictional coefficient of the
interface is assumed to be 0.1 [see Fig. 3(a)]. The following
boundary condition is applied to the model in order to keep





if yp > ysub






if yp > ysub
if yp ≤ ysub and vyp ≤ 0,
(14)
where yp, vyp, and ysub are the y-component of the position
vector of the particle of interest, y-component of the velocity
vector of the particle of interest, and the y-coordinate of the
solid substrate, respectively.
In this simulation, ∆t and ∆t/m are set to 5 × 105 s and
5 s/kg, respectively. The damping coefficients, C, for solid
(Cs) and liquid particles (Cl) are set to 1 × 102 N s/m and
5 × 102 N s/m, respectively. The LJ contact strength values,
f sl0 and f
ss
0 , are set to 5 × 10
9 N/m and 2 × 109 N/m, respec-
tively. It should be noted that both f sl0 and f
ss
0 are problem
dependent parameters and have to be carefully chosen for a
given problem. Since in this study rss0 is greater than r
sl
0 , the
f ss0 value is set smaller compared to the f
sl
0 value.
When the liquid marble deforms its shape from the circu-
lar shape, the perimeter of the circular liquid marble increases.
As a result, the distances between consecutive solid particles
increase. Therefore, in order to maintain uniform distances







Simulation results show that the width (W ) of the liquid mar-
ble increases while its height (h) decreases with time [see
Fig. 3(b)]. As can be seen in Fig. 3(b) after about 1.5 × 108
iterations, the simulations reach a steady state and the shape
[see Fig. 3(b)] of the liquid marble does not change with time
anymore. The shape obtained from the simulation is highly
comparable with the experimental data published by Zhao
et al.1 In order to validate the model, the morphology of the
liquid marbles with different initial radii is studied. The radius,
r, is set to 0.55, 1.05, 1.55, 2.05, 2.55, 3.05, 3.55, and 4.05 mm.
All the other parameters are kept unchanged.
Simulation results show that smaller liquid marbles
exhibit quasi-spherical shapes, while the larger liquid mar-
bles exhibit puddle-like shapes [see Fig. 3(c)]. The comparison
of model prediction and experimental results1 confirms the
extremely high accuracy of the model predictions.
B. Effect of the density of the liquid on the shape
of the liquid marble
The densities of the most common liquids vary between
700 and 1300 kg/m3. Therefore, the effect of the density of
the liquid on the morphology of the liquid marble is studied.
The density of the liquid is changed to 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1100, 1200, and 1300 kg/m3. All the other parameters are kept
unchanged. In order to compare the morphology of the liquid
marbles with different densities, we define the Deformation
Index (DI) as
DI = h/W . (16)
As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), the simulation results show that the
DI linearly increases with the density of the liquid. When the
density of the liquid decreases, the effect of the surface tension
becomes dominant and the liquid marble shows more spheri-
cal shape. On the other hand, when the density increases, the
gravitational forces become dominant and the liquid marbles
show more puddle-like shapes. When a liquid marble exhibits
puddle-like shapes, the surface area to volume ratio of the liq-
uid marble increases compared to that value of a spherical
liquid marble with the same volume. Therefore, the amount
of solid particles required to coat the liquid droplet increases.
This model has the potential to be improved to predict the
amounts of solid particles required to coat the liquid droplet
with different densities. In addition to that, it is possible to
predict the geometry of the liquid marbles with different den-
sities and use the model predictions in designing microfluidic
systems.
C. Effect of the surface tension of the liquid
on the shape of the liquid marble
The surface tension of the most common liquids varies
between 0.01 and 0.1 N/m. Therefore, the effect of the surface
tension of the liquid on the morphology of the liquid marble is
TABLE I. Key simulation parameters for the model.
Parameter Definition Value
γ Surface tension 0.072 N/m
ρ Density 1000 kg/m3
g Acceleration of gravity 9.8 m/s2
li Initial distance between two consecutive liquid particles 0.1 × 103 m
δz Height of liquid particles 0.1 × 103 m
δy Width of liquid particles 0.1 × 103 m
d Diameter of solid particles1 10.2 × 109 m
r0sl Original distance between solid and liquid particles, r0sl = (li + d)/2 0.050 005 1 × 103 m
ka Area constraint coefficient 1 × 105 N m
kl Uniform length coefficient 1 × 105 N m
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FIG. 3. (a) Initial particle configuration of the liquid marble (red and blue
represent solid and liquid particles, respectively), (b) variation of width, W,
and height, h, of the liquid marble of 15 µl with the number of iteration and
final steady state shape of the liquid marble (here, lc is the radius of the liquid
marble’s circular contact area), and (c) variation of height, h, of the liquid
marbles of different sizes with their width, W.
studied. The surface tension of the liquid is changed to 0.02,
0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, and 0.1 N/m. All the
other parameters are kept unchanged. When the surface tension
of the liquid is low, the forces acting on the liquid to prevent
the dispersion of liquid become smaller compared to the gravi-
tational forces and the liquid marble shows puddle shapes [see
Fig. 4(b)]. The model predicts that the DI of the liquid marble
FIG. 4. The variation of DI of a 15 µl liquid marble against (a) the density
of the liquid, (b) the surface tension of the liquid, and (c) the density of the
coating material.
exponentially decreases with the surface tension of the liquid
[see Fig. 4(b)]. It can be predicted that for extremely high sur-
face tension values, the DI of the liquid marble should reach
1.0, i.e., spherical.
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The geometrical shapes obtained from the developed
model could be easily used to predict the behavior of the liquid
marbles in fluid flows. Thereby, the potential of the liquid mar-
bles for the drug delivery process in the human cardiovascular
network could be evaluated.
D. Effect of weight of the coating material
on the shape of the liquid marble
The effect of the weight of the nanoparticles on the mor-
phology of the liquid marbles is studied. In previous sim-
ulations, Fe3O4 nanoparticles were used to coat the liquid
droplet and the density (ρs0) of the coating material was set to
5.18 × 103 kg/m3. In this simulation, the density of the
nanoparticles (ρs) is changed to 0.1ρs0, 0.5ρs0, ρs0, 2ρs0, 5ρs0,
and 10ρs0 to represent different nanoparticles with different
density values. All the other parameters are kept unchanged.
As can be seen in Fig. 4(c), the DI of the liquid marbles lin-
early increases with the density of the nanoparticles (ρs). This
variation is very similar to the change in DI with the density of
the liquid. However, it can be seen from Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) that
the two graphs have different slopes. The slope of the graph
in Fig. 4(a) (1.98 × 104 m3/kg) is higher than that value of
the graph in Fig. 4(c) (8.99 × 107 m3/kg). Therefore, it can
be concluded that the effect of the density or the weight of
the nanoparticles is negligible in determining the shape of the
liquid marble compared to the effect of the density of the liq-
uid. Therefore, the coating materials for liquid droplets can
be chosen according to the application of the liquid marbles
irrespective of the coating material’s density. However, this
model could be easily used to accurately predict the geometri-
cal shapes of the liquid marbles with different types of coatings
with extreme densities.
E. Non-dimensional scaling analysis
It was shown in Sec. III D that the effect of the weight of the
coating material on the morphology of the liquid marble can be
neglected. Therefore the dominance of the gravitational energy






It should be noted that r is the radius of the un-deformed liquid
marble, which can be calculated by r = (3V /4π)1/3, where V is
the volume of the liquid marble. In this model, r is exactly
equal to the radius of the initial circle. As can be seen in
Eq. (17), Bo varies with the changes in γ, ρ, and r. There-
fore, the variations of the liquid marble shape are directly
related to Bo. When Bo increases, the gravitational energy
of the liquid marble increases, and as a result, the height of
the liquid marble decreases. With the aid of combined analyt-
ical and experimental approaches, a relationship between the
dimensionless height, h∗ = h/r, and Bo of the liquid marble





for smaller liquid marbles(Bo << 1)
for larger liquid marbles(Bo ≥ 1)
. (18)
Using the simulation results in Secs. III A–III C, the h∗ value
is calculated and plotted against Bo, in Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(a)
FIG. 5. The variation of (a) the dimensionless height, h∗, and (b) the dimen-
sionless radius of the circular contact area, lc∗, of the liquid marbles against
the Bond number, Bo.
shows that our numerical model follows the above scaling
laws.
On the other hand, when Bo increases, the width and the
contact area of the liquid marble increase. Mahadevan and
Pomeau24 derived a scaling law to express the relationship




where lc is the radius of the circular contact area of the liq-
uid marble [see Fig. 3(b)] and ∼ stands for “of the order
of.”24 The dimensionless form of the above relationship can




where lc∗ is the dimensionless radius of the liquid droplet’s
circular contact area. Aussillous and Quéré23 reported that
when Bo ≥ 1 the liquid marbles take puddle-like shapes and
the radius of the liquid marble’s circular contact area scales
with Bo1/4,
lc
∗ ∼ Bo1/4. (21)
Again, the simulation results in Secs. III A–III C are used to
calculate lc∗ and plotted against Bo in Fig. 5(b). Nguyen22
experimentally found that lc∗ = 1.1Bo1/4 for the liquid mar-
bles with larger Bo. However, in this study, most of the liquid
marbles have smaller Bo (Bo ≤ 1). Therefore, we employ the
scaling law derived for smaller liquid marbles. Using Matlab
curve fitting tools, it was found that the model predictions can
be fitted to lc∗ = 0.653Bo1/2 with a root mean square error
(RMSE) of 0.0521. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
model predictions follow the scaling laws.
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TABLE II. Density and surface tension values of different liquids.






F. Shape of the liquid marbles of different liquids
In this section, we present the results obtained from liq-
uid marbles with different liquids. Earlier, we demonstrated
the effects of density and the surface tension of the liquid on
their shapes independently. In this section, both the density and
surface tension of the liquid are changed by employing five
types of liquids: water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), toluene,
ethanol, and octane. The density and the surface tension of
the above liquids are as follows in Table II. The density and
the surface tension of the model are changed according to
the properties of the above liquids. The initial radius of the
circle is set to 1.55 mm, which gives the liquid droplet a vol-
ume of approximately 15 µl. All the other parameters are kept
unchanged.
Simulation results show that the shapes of the liquid mar-
ble change with both the density and the surface tension.
Among all five liquid marbles, the liquid marble of water shows
more spherical shape compared to the other liquid marbles
(see Fig. 6). It can be seen that the proposed model is capable of
predicting the shape of the liquid marbles with different liquids
and different coatings. This model will reduce the experimental
cost and will inspire new experiments.
G. Opening and closing of magnetic liquid marbles
under magnetic force
In this simulation, a water droplet of 15 µl coated with
super-hydrophobic Fe3O4 nanoparticles is considered. First,
the steady state shape of the liquid marble at rest is obtained.
At this stage, the distance between consecutive solid particles
is the natural distance between them, and as long as there is no
external force acting on them, it remains constant. Therefore
rss0 is not updated after obtaining the steady state shape at rest
and is set to the distance between consecutive solid particles
at rest. Here, the areal volume of Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the
water droplet is approximated from the experiments1 to be
3.35 × 106 m. The total magnetic force acting on a magnetic





where V is the total volume of Fe3O4 nanoparticles, ∆χ, µ0, B,
and∇B are the difference in magnetic susceptibilities between
the nanoparticle and the surrounding medium, the permeability
of vacuum, magnetic flux density, and magnetic field gradient,
respectively.
In this study, ∆χ and µ0 are assumed to be 1.45 and
4π × 107 T m/A as in the experiments.1 The experimen-
tally measured1 variation of B with the distance from magnet
surface [see Fig. 7(a)] is used in this simulation. In order to
determine B and ∇B values from Fig. 7(a), the distance from







where ys is the distance from the magnet surface to each solid
particle [see Fig. 7(b)].
Finally, the total force calculated by Eq. (22) is equally
divided among all the solid particles. The magnet is placed
under the flat solid substrate with a gap (ym) of 1 mm. Pre-
liminary simulation results provided slightly deformed liquid
marbles with no opening from the top of the liquid marble.
This was due to the higher LJ contact strength values, f sl0
and f ss0 , which are problem dependent parameters. In order
to get simulation results comparable with the experimental
findings,1 f sl0 and f
ss
0 are adjusted to 5 × 10
10 N/m and
3× 1010 N/m, respectively. The adjusted f sl0 and f
ss
0 provide LJ
forces with the magnitude of the same scale with the magnetic
forces.
1. Dimensional analysis
Simulation results reveal that the solid particles are pulled
down toward the substrate by the magnetic forces acting on
them. Due to that, the height of the liquid marble decreases,
while its width increases gradually [see Fig. 7(c)]. After about
2.2 × 107 iterations, the liquid marble begins to open to
the atmosphere from the top, and after about 2.0 × 108, it
reaches a steady state with a significant opening [see Fig. 8(b)].
As long as the magnetic forces are applied on the solid parti-
cles, it remains opened. It can be seen from Fig. 8(b) that the
reduction in height and increment in width of the liquid mar-
ble are rather noticeable due to the application of the magnetic
force. Further, the contact area of the liquid marble with the
substrate has been increased [see Fig. 8(b)]. However, once the
magnet is removed, solid particles move back to almost their
original positions and close the opening. However, a closer
look at Fig. 8(c) shows that there is still a tiny opening of the
liquid marble, which is negligible in comparison to the dis-
tance between particles modeling the coating nanoparticles.
This is a numerical error which occurs due to the represen-
tation of a cluster of Fe3O4 nanoparticles by one numerical
solid particle in the model. This error could be minimized by
further discretizing the solid particles so that it increases the
number of solid particles in the problem domain. However, it
should be noted that the computational cost increases with the
FIG. 6. Shape of liquid marbles of
15 µl of (a) water, (b) DMSO,
(c) toluene, (d) ethanol, and (e) octane.
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FIG. 7. (a) The variation of magnetic flux density
against the distance measured from magnetic surface.
(b) The magnet is placed under the substrate with a gap of
ym, and (c) the variation of the width, W, and the height,
h, of the magnetic liquid marble of 15 µl with the number
of iteration, when a magnet is present.
number of particles and that the general accuracy of this pre-
liminary model was found adequate at this stage to not require
further increase in particle number. In addition to that, once the
magnet is removed, the height of the liquid marble increases
and reaches its initial height at rest. On the other hand, the
width of the liquid marble decreases back to its original value.
The simulation results are highly comparable with the exper-
imental results.1 This feature of the liquid marble could be
used in drug delivery, and this model has a high potential in
investigating the optimum opening to release the liquid from
the liquid marble in the drug delivery process.
Finally, the behavior of the magnetic liquid marbles of
15 µl is studied by changing the distance between the substrate
and the magnet (ym). Here, ym is changed to 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
and 2.0 mm. All the other parameters are unchanged.
Simulation results show that the DI of the liquid marble
increases when the magnet is placed closer to the substrate
[see Fig. 9(a)]. Similar behavior is observed in the width of
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FIG. 8. The steady state shape of the
magnetic liquid marble of 15 µl (a) at
rest, (b) when the magnet is present,
and (c) when the magnet is removed;
blue represents liquid particles, and red
represents solid particles.
the opening as well. As can be seen in Fig. 9(b), the width
of the opening increases when the magnet is closer to the
substrate.
However, it can be concluded that the width of the open-
ing could be further increased by introducing a magnet with
a higher magnetic flux density. It is evident that this model
can be used to measure the width of the opening of mag-
netic liquid marbles under different magnets. Without carrying
out intensive experiments, which are always associated with
extremely higher costs, this model could be easily used to
predict the opening behavior and measure the width of the
opening of the liquid marbles under different environmental
conditions.
FIG. 9. The variation of (a) the DI and (b) the width of the opening of
the liquid marble of 15 µl with the distance between the substrate and the
magnet (ym).
2. Non-dimensional analysis
The magnetic Bond number (Bm) can be employed to per-
form a non-dimensional analysis for geometrical parameters of
liquid marbles. The magnetic Bond number of ferrofluid mar-






where M is the magnetization density of the ferrofluid. How-
ever, this equation [Eq. (24)] is only applicable for the fer-
rofluid marbles. Since this study is carried out with the water
droplets coated with Fe3O4 nanoparticles, quasi-surface forces
of magnetic coating have to be taken into account, and Eq. (24)
is not appropriate to calculate Bm. Therefore, an alternative
way is required to define Bm, and we introduce the appar-
ent magnetic surface tension (γa). γa is the equivalent surface
tension of the deformed (due to the magnetic forces) liquid
marble, which gives the same deformed shape even without
any magnetic force. γa is calculated by matching the DIs of
a magnetic liquid marble when it is affected by a magnetic
field and when it is not. With the aid of model predictions in
Sec. III C, a curve is fit (see Fig. 10) to describe the relationship
between the DI and the surface tension of a liquid marble of
15 µl with no magnetic force. Then, γa values of deformed
(due to the magnetic forces) liquid marbles are calculated using
their DIs [DIs are extracted from Fig. 9(a)]. The calculated γa
FIG. 10. Fitted curve for the variation of the DI against the surface tension
of the liquid marble. Here X represents the points related to the DIs of the
deformed magnetic liquid marbles.
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Finally, h∗ and l∗ are calculated and plotted against Bm (see
Fig. 11). As can be seen in Fig. 11, the model predictions
comply with the scaling laws.
H. Compressibility of the liquid marbles
The liquid marbles are soft elastic solid objects,1 which
can be compressed under external loadings. In this section,
the compressibility of a water droplet of 15 µl coated with
super-hydrophobic Fe3O4 nanoparticles is assessed. As can be
seen in Fig. 12(a), a horizontal plate is used to compress the
liquid marble. The horizontal plate is vertically moved down by
0.02 mm after every 1×107 iterations. The following boundary






if yp < yplate






if yp < yplate
if yp ≥ yplate and vyp ≥ 0,
(27)
where yplate is the y-coordinate of the virtual horizontal plate.
The movement of the virtual horizontal plate is stopped when it
reaches the required compression. In the steady state, the sum
of the y-component of the forces, f v, acting on the particles
is calculated. The stress, σ, and strain, ε, of the liquid marble





FIG. 11. Variation of (a) the dimensionless height, h∗, and (b) the dimension-
less radius of the circular contact area, lc∗, of the liquid marble against the
Bond numbers, Bo and Bm.
FIG. 12. (a) A virtual horizontal plate is moved vertically downwards to com-






It should be noted that W c in Eq. (28) and h0 in Eq. (29)
are the width of the compressed magnetic liquid marble
and the height of the uncompressed liquid marble, respec-
tively, while e is the displacement of the virtual horizontal
plate.
Figure 12(b) shows that the variation of the stress against
the strain of the liquid marble. At low compressions, the stress
linearly increases with the strain. However, if the strain exceeds
approximately 0.25, cracks start to appear on the liquid mar-
ble and a sudden reduction in the stress can be observed
[Fig. 12(b)]. At higher compressions, stress again increases
with the strain, but it occurs at a higher rate compared to the
low compressions. At low compressions (ε < 0.2), the elastic
modulus of the liquid marble is calculated to be 177.39 Pa.
However, the proposed model is not able to simulate the com-
pression of the liquid marbles when ε > 0.5. This model has
the potential to be improved to predict the toughness and shear
modulus of different liquid marbles, which could be used in
designing microfluidic systems.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
A novel numerical model was developed to predict the
behavior of magnetic liquid marbles. This model is compu-
tationally highly efficient since it models only the surface
layer of the liquid and the solid nanoparticles. The surface ten-
sion and the gravitational forces were taken into account. The
model predictions are highly comparable with experimental
results. This particle model is capable of simulating opening
and closing of magnetic liquid marbles under the presence
of a magnet. The developed model predicts that the width of
the opening of the magnetic liquid marble can be controlled
by the properties of the magnet. Moreover, the scaling anal-
ysis shows that the model predictions are consistent with the
scaling laws. The proposed model predicts the elastic modu-
lus of a water droplet coated with Fe3O4 nanoparticle liquid
marble to be 177.39 Pa at low compressions. The proposed
modeling approach has the potential to be a powerful tool to
predict the behavior of magnetic liquid marbles serving as
bioreactors.
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APPENDIX: SELECTION OF KEY SIMULATION
PARAMETERS
1. l i (initial distance between two consecutive liquid
particles), δz (height of liquid particles), and δy
(width of liquid particles) = 0.1 × 10−3 m
These are the geometrical parameters of the liquid parti-
cles. Here, the values should be small enough to obtain accurate
results (similar in finite element modeling; finer the mesh, the
more accurate the results). However, li, δz, and δy cannot be
set too small since it is computationally expensive. Prelimi-
nary simulations with li = δz = δy = 0.1 × 103 m provided
accurate results with a reasonable computational efficiency in
the process of validation. Therefore, the authors decided to
keep these values.
2. d (diameter of solid particles) = 0.1 × 10−3 m
Experimentally1 it was found that the Fe3O4 particles
are roughly spherical and they have an average size of 10.2
± 2.7 nm. Therefore, in this work, we set d to 10.2 × 109 m.
3. r0sl (original distance between solid and liquid
particles) = (l i + d)/2 = 0.050 005 1 × 10−3 m
r0sl is the addition of half of li (initial distance between
two consecutive liquid particles) and half of d (diameter of
solid particles). As explained earlier, li is a set value and d is
an experimentally1 extracted value. This means that the solid
and liquid numerical particles are in contact.
4. Ka (area constraint coefficient) = 1 × 10−5 N m
In order to conserve the volume of the liquid droplet, the
area enclosed by the particles is conserved and the formula
used in red blood cell modeling20 is used to calculate the
forces acting on each particle due to the areal conservation
by Eq. (1). The purpose of using this equation is to main-
tain a constant area throughout the whole simulation. As can
be seen in Eq. (1), Fa is zero when there is no area change
(i.e., A = A0). Therefore, at the steady state, if the difference
between A and A0 is insignificant (i.e., the area is conserved),
there is no effect from Fa. However, the ka value should be cho-
sen such that Eq. (1) does not generate large Fa forces, which
make the model unstable (if ka is too high, in order to make the
model stable, the time step,∆t, has to be reduced, and it is com-
putationally inefficient). Moreover, if the ka value is too small,
Eq. (1) will not produce large enough Fa forces to conserve the
area of the liquid droplet. Preliminary simulations with ka = 1
× 105 N m provided reasonably accurate results. Therefore, in
this work, ka is set to 1 × 105 N m for remaining simulations.
5. K l (uniform length coefficient) = 1 × 10−5 N m
Due to the area conservation, the distances between con-
secutive liquid particles increase, when the liquid droplet
shows any shape other than a circle. Therefore, in order to
maintain a uniform distance between consecutive liquid par-
ticles, interaction forces (Fff ) are introduced by Eq. (2). The
purpose of using this concept is to maintain a uniform dis-
tance between consecutive liquid particles. Since these forces
are acting in the opposite direction but equal in magnitude on
neighboring particles, there is no resultant force acting on the
liquid marble at any stage of the simulation. Moreover, at the
steady state, l is equal to l0 and there is no effect from Eq. (2).
In this case also, an optimum value (similar to choosing ka)
should be chosen for kl such that it provides accurate results
with acceptable computational efficiency. Preliminary simu-
lations with kl = 1 × 105 N m provided reasonably accurate
results. Therefore, in this work, kl is also set to 1 × 105 N m
for remaining simulations.
6. f0sl (the strength of the LJ contact
for solid-liquid interaction) = 5 × 10−9 N/m
The Lennard Jones (LJ) forces are commonly used25–27
to represent the interaction between particles. Therefore, in
this work, the interaction between solid and liquid particles
is represented by LJ forces [see Eq. (9)]. These LJ forces are
acting pair-wisely in the opposite directions on solid and liquid
particles. The application of LJ type forces is more appropriate
in order to avoid the penetration of solid particles through
the liquid surface. Furthermore, these forces aid to maintain a
constant gap between solid and liquid particles.
An optimum value (similar to choosing ka, and kl) should
be chosen for f sl0 such that it provides accurate and steady
results with no penetration of solid particles through the liquid
surface. Preliminary simulations with f sl0 = 5 × 10
9 N m1
provided accurate results with high computational efficiency.
Therefore, in this work, f sl0 is also set to 5 × 10
9 N/m for
remaining simulations.
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7. f0ss (the strength of the LJ contact for solid-solid
interaction) = 2 × 10−9 N/m
The Lennard Jones (LJ) forces are also used to model
the interaction between solid particles [see Eq. (10)]. The
Fss forces in Eq. (10) aid to avoid overlapping of solid par-
ticles with each other. Preliminary simulations with f ss0 = 2 ×
109 N/m provided accurate results with high computational
efficiency. Therefore, in this work, f ss0 is also set to 2 ×
109 N m1 for remaining simulations.
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